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Existence of Dichotomies and Invariant 
Splittings for Linear Differential Systems IV* 
ROBEK~. J. %CKER 
The structure of linear skelv-product dynamical systems is investigated in the 
case in which bounded orbits are admitted. The spectral decomposition theorem 
is applied and estimates are obtained giving lower bounds on the number of 
independent bounded solutions of a time varying linear ordinary differential 
system based on the limiting behavior of the system. The results are also used 
to study the stability behavior of a class of linear difference systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the earlier papers [14, 151 an investigation was made concerning the 
existence of exponential dichotomies for linear systems including linear differ- 
ential equations with time varying coefficients and diffeomorphisms of manifolds. 
The results relied on the basic assumption of the nonexistence of nontrivial 
bounded solutions, sometimes referred to as “quasi-Anosov” in the diffeo- 
morphism case. In [16] bounded solutions were allowed but they had to satisfy 
a certain condition which was called the “Favard condition.” In this latter 
case a trichotomv was obtained under certain additional conditions. 
In this paper we will look further into the structure of skew-product dynamical 
systems in the case in which bounded solutions occur but do not satisfy the 
restrictive Favard condition. Estimates will be derived giving lower bounds 
on the number of independent bounded solutions which can occur based on the 
limiting behavior of the system at -t- 03 and -~-co. By making use of the spectral 
decomposition theorem introduced in [I 71 and developed further in [IS] we 
are able to prove these estimates under less restrictive conditions than those 
announced in [12, 131 (cf. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). Estimates are also obtained 
which give the dimensions of the stable and unstable “manifolds” of a given 
system based on the limiting behavior of the system. In Section 6 these estimates 
are applied to systems of ordinary differential equations ,t == --l(t) v  and in 
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Section 7 we treat the complex system of difference equations X(Z + 1) = 
A(z) X(Z). 
‘The object to be studied here is the linear skew-product flow on a product 
space S :-: I’ and its generalization, the linear fiber preserv-ing flow on a vector 
bundle. The connection between linear differential equations and linear skew- 
product flops is discussed briefly in Section 6 and in more detail in [19, 221. 
Recall that a linear skew-product flow is a flow ?r: -I- ,: 1. .C 3 - 4 x 1’ of 
the form 
77(x, J, f) L 2 (q(s, y, t), u(js, t)). 
where ~(s, y, t) is linear in s, (J is a flow on 1, and u(y, t) is independent of N. 
The space S is a finite-dimensional linear space (i.e., S = R7'l or C”), Y is a 
compact Hausdorff space, and .4 denotes either the reals R or the integers 2. 
By a “sequence yn” in Y we will mean a generalized sequence or net (cf. [7, 1 I]). 
We now introduce some notation. Let 
9-+ == (t E F : t 3 01, .7- := {t E 57 : t ,< 01. 
Define the positively and negatively bounded sets by 
.H’ := ((,y, y) E A- ,< E’: ,( p(.v, y, t)ll is uniformly bounded for t E .F+‘>, 
the bounded set .@ = a+ n :& and the stable and unstable sets 
.Y = [(x,y)E,Y X Y:Il~(x,y,t)il-,Oast~~:, 
& = {(x,y) E S >: Y: jl 7(x, y, t)ll + 0 as t + ---,J3>, 
where 1: . /, denotes a norm on S. The above sets are necessarily r-invariant. 
For anl; of these sets we consider the sections at y  E Y, e.g., 
and so on. These sections are clearly linear subspaces of S. For F C Y an 
arbitrary subset let J?+?(F) denote the restriction 
and similarly for the other sets. 
We introduce the shorter notation y  t I_- u(j), t) and for A _C .y let 
y  . A = u {-y . f :  t E A). Define the following subsets of I’: 
y(y) = y  . .F = trajectory through y, 
Y+(y) X y  . .yF+ E positive semitrajectory through y, 
r-(y) = y  . F- = negative semitrajectory through y, 
W(y) = cl y(y) = hull of y, 
H+(y) = cl y+(y), H-(y) = cl y-f?‘), 
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where cl denotes closure in Y7. Further, let us define the omega and alpha 
limit sets, respectively, by 
w(y) n If -(?, - s), 
scr 
+) -.: n w-cy . + 
st7 
Similarly, using the flow 7~ on -y ;I I-, we define the corresponding subsets of 
X x Y, e.g., W(X, y) denotes the omega limit set of the trajectory through (*2’, y). 
Now consider the linear skew-product flow T = (p, CT) on X x I’. We shall 
denote the linear transformation <u + cp(x, y, t) by @(y, t) x = p(x, y, t). Let 
F C Y be a closed subset. We shall say that T admits an exponential dichotomy 
over F if for each y  EF there exists a projection P(y): X--t X with Range 
(P(y)) = Y(y), Null space (P(y)) = ql(y) such that for some constants K, 
01> 0 we have 
and 
1 @(y, t) P(y) @-I(J,, s)! -( Ke-a(h-b), t>s 
1 @(y, t)[l - P(y)] CD-‘(y, s)\ < Ke--a(“-l), s >, t, 
where ] . ) is the induced operator norm and, further, P varies continuously, 
i.e., the mapping P: X Y, F - > S : : F given by 
w-t Y) = (P(Y) x, Y> 
is continuous. When F is o-invariant this definition is equivalent to the require- 
ment that X x F splits into the Whitney sum 
;k- x F = Y(F) + 02(F) (1.1) 
of subbundles Y(F) and S(F) w h ere the decay of solutions in each subbundle 
is uniform exponential. 
Remark 1. When F C Y is a compact invariant subset it is known that CT 
admits an exponential dichotomy over F if 
(A) B(F) = (0) x F and dimY(y) (or dim a(y)) is constant over F [14] 
or 
(B) B’(F) = (0) x F and F is chain recurrent [15, 20] or 
(C) B(F) = (0) x F where F . is an 01- or w-limit set of some y  E Y. 
Actually this follows from (B) since every ~1: or w limit set is chain recurrent [5]. 
In the approach used in [15] part (C) was proved and then used to establish (B). 
(D) B(F) = (0) x F and the exponential dichotomies over the minimal 
subsets of F are compatible, i.e., have the same stable dimension [15]. In par- 
ticular if F = H(y), the hull of a point y, and the dichotomies over a(y) and 
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U(Y), guaranteed to exist by (C) b - a OTC. are compatible then v admits an 
exponential dichotomy over F. 
Remark 2. Note that if v admits an exponential dichotomy over a compact 
invariant set M then one has I = {O} x M regardless of the nature of the 
flow u on 32. 
2. THE SPECTRUZ 
In this section we will state some properties of the spectrum of a linear 
system as developed in [17, 181, and introduce the concept of the zero eigen- 
bundle which seems appropriate, for our present purposes. Given the flow 
T = (cp, u) on X x Y we define the flow r,, on X % Y by 
4x, Y, t) = (e-%(+% Y, t), dY, t>> (2.1) 
and let %, , yA , and S?,, denote the corresponding unstable, stable, and bounded 
sets. For a point y E Y we define the resolvent p(y) by 
p(y) = (X E R: T,, admits an exponential dichotomy over (y}). 
The spectrum Z(y) is its complement p(y)” = R - p(y). For an arbitrary 
subset MC Y we define the spectrum of M 
and the resolvent 
P(M) = f-l P(Y) = WV. 
YEM 
Clearly one has .X(M) C Z(M’) whenever M _C M’. 
Let MC Y be a closed o-invariant subset. We say that M is invariantly 
connected if M cannot be decomposed as the union of two disjoint closed 
invariant subsets. (In the case of a continuous flow, i.e., z?- = R, M is invari- 
antly connected if and only if M is connected. 
The following properties are proved in [18]: 
PROPOSITION 1. E(y) = ,Z'(H(y)) f or all y  E Y. In particular if M is a 
minimal compact invariant subset of Y then Z(y) = Z(M) for each y  E 111. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let M be a invariant subset of Y. Then h E p(M) if and only 
if 7r,, admits an exponential dichotomy over M. In particular h E p(M) implies that 
aA = (0) x M. If M is minimal (OY just chain recurrent) the implication goes 
the other way as well. 
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PROPOSITION 3. If AI is a compact invariant set and dim X ,? 1 then Z(nZ) 
is a aonempty compact set. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let y  E Y arzd h < p. Then YA( y) c‘ YU(y) and GA(y) 2 t/&(y). 
If M _C I’ is a compact invariant set and h < p with A, p E p(M), then ,YA(M) := 
YU(M) and j/L,(M) = &P(M) zj and onZy if [A, ~1 2 p(M). In particular $ there 
exists a point of the spectrum between X and IL then dim[S$(v) n qlA(y)] “: 1 $or 
each y  E d4. 
PROPOSI'TION 5. Let ,zrl be a invariantly connected compact invariant set i?z I7 
and suppose dim X T= ?z > 1. Then Z(M) is the union of k < n compact intervals 
Z(M) = [al, b,] u ... u [a,;, b,>] (24 
where 
a, :< b, < a2 & b2 < ... < a,. ,.:i b, . 
Furthermore if A,, , A, ,..., A,: E p(M) are chosen so that 
A, < a, , A,: :, b, and bi < hi < ai,~l 
for i = 1, 2,..., Ir- 1 thenfor 1 -ci Ck 
9;. := 7+;(M) = y,JN) n %,i_,(M) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
is a n-invariant subbundle with dim Y.1 = mi > 1 (by the dimension of a subbundle 
we mean the (constant) dimension of its jibers). hforeover m, + ... + m, r= m, 
Yri n Vj -1(O) x *ill for i + j and 
Xx:lI=qj-9, ;-...-j-Y;, (Whitney sum). 
The spectrum &(M) of th e jl ow 71 restricted to 9’; is &(M) = [ai , bi]. Finally, 
if mi = 1 and M is an almost periodic minimal set then ai = bi . In particular if 
k = n then each spectral interval reduces to a point and we have the point spectrum 
case as opposed to continuous spectrum. 
From Proposition 4 it follows that 9’; is independent of the choices of Ai and 
tieI provided only that the inequalities (2.3) are satisfied. We call K the sub- \ 
bundle associated with [ai , bi]. 
In the case in which T is the skew-product flow generated by a system of 
ordinary differential equations (see Section 6) 
f  = *4(t) x P-5) 
then taking M = H(A), and assuming H(A) is compact, one has X E p(M) if 
and only if the equation 
1 =:r [-4(f) - XI] s 
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admits an exponential dichotomy in the classical sense (cf. [6]). In particular 
if A is a constant n x n matrix then 
Z(A) = {Re A,) u ... u {Re X,1 
where the hi are the eigenvalues of =1. Here H(d) = {A) and ,f j is the span of 
the subspaces Xi of generalized eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues Aj 
such that Re hj = Re &, i.e., -X-j is the solution space of (-3 - AjI)” w == 0 
where n, is the multiplicity of Aj . 
Before stating further properties of the spectrum let us note the following. 
Let &;I be a invariantly connected compact invariant set and let the spectrum 
be given by (2.2). I f  0 E p(M) th en rr admits an exponential dichotomy over M 
and (1 .I) holds. If  0 E z(M) then let j be the integer such that 0 E [aj , bj] and 
define the zero eigenbundle 
Define 
and (\Vhitney sums). 
Then taking the Whitney sum one clearly has 
x- x ill = .Y”(M) + z*(M) + 4v*(M). (2.6) 
JVe refer to (2.6) as the natural splitting of r oz’er M. Clearly (2.6) reduces to (1.1) 
whenever 0 E p(M). 
Remark 3. Although .y?*(J1) C .u?(iM) and q/*(M) C W(M), equality does 
not in general hold for there could exist an (x, y) E Z*(M), s # 0, such that 
11 v(.y, y, t)i - 0 as t -+ co, i.e., x E Y(y) but x $9’*(y). For systems of ordinary 
differential equations (2.5) with A constant then clearly equality always holds 
and Z*(A) is just the sum of all the subspaces Xi of generalized eigenvectors 
corresponding to all Ai which satisfy Re Xi =- 0. 
Remark 4. Since M is invariantly connected it is seen easily that the 
dimension of the fibers is constant over M for each of the three bundles in the 
natural splitting. We refer to this dimension simply as dim Z*(JQ, etc. 
Let us finally note that 0 E z(13) for some A E M does not necessarily imply 
the existence of nontrivial bounded orbits. It could happen that ~(2, A*, t), 
x #= 0, is unbounded for every choice of A* E H(A) (see Example 5 in Section 6). 
The following spectral property states that if h is in the resolvent of an 
invariant set then h is in the resolvent of all other invariant sets sufficiently 
nearby-and further the splitting is compatible. Let ,fl( Y) denote the collection 
of all compact a-invariant subsets of Y. 
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PROPOSITION 6. Let F, E .X’( Iv) and let X E p(F,). Then there exists a 13 ’ 0 
and an open neighborhood Y ’ of F,, in 1’ such that (A -~- v, A + v) E p(F) for ail 
F t .X(Y) satisfying F C Y ‘. Further if 
1’” -x cl iJ (17 E j Y(IT):F_C 7 ‘1 
then for each p E (A --. v, h i vj, v,, admits an exponential dichotomy oz’er I.* 
and dim Y’(y) is constant as the point (p,y) zaries over (A - I’, X + v) x I”. 
Using the foregoing properties we can now determine how the natural 
splitting behaves under changes in the base space. 
Lmmu 2.1. Let F0 E J’“( I’) and let the flow 71 OH .\- ,,’ F(, induce the natur.al 
splitting 
.i- >.: P,, 7 .Y*(F,,) c %*(F,,) + -@‘(F,). (2.7) 
Then there esists an open neighborhood 5“ of F,, such that ifF E X(Y) with F L i 
then the natural splitting 
S x F = Y*(F) ~‘~ Z”(F) + ‘/J*(F) (2.8) 
satisfies the conditions 
dim Y*(F) > dim Y*(F,), 
dim %1”(F) 2: dim %*(F& 
(3.9) 
where equaZity holds if dim Z*(FJ : = 0, in which case one also has dim Z”(F) = 0, 
,Y’*(FJ = *cP(F,), Y*(F) = Y(F), q/*(F,) = q/(F,), and e*(F) = q/(F). 
Proof. Let 
be the spectral decomposition of F, into disjoint closed intervals Ij = (aj , bj) 
where I,, is the interval containing zero. Let h E (b-, , a,) be fixed. If  1-r. = ... = 
1-r = CT simply choose X < a, . I f  1, is empty choose h z 0. Let (2.7) be the 
natural splitting over F,, Then for the flow rA(x, ?, t) = (e-A*y(x, Y, t), ?: t) 
one has 
where dim .Y#,,) = dim CY’*(F,J and dim eA(F,) = dim Z*(F,) + dim S*(F,). 
By Proposition 6 there exists an open neighborhood 9; of F, such that if F C “y; 
and F E ,X(Y) then 
X x F = -YA(F) + ?VA(F) 
where dim YA(F) = dim YA(F,> and dim Q!*(F) = dim qA(FO). Then for the 
flow n if (2.8) is the natural splitting of X x F, one has 9*(F)3 x(F) and 
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therefore dim Y*(F) > dim sP,(F) = d im <Y$F,) = dim q,*(F,,). Thus the first 
inequality of (2.9) is verified. 
Next let p E (b, , or) be fixed. If  1, == ... = I,, = c’ choose TV > h, and if 
I,, =: C! choose p == 0. Then for the flow rW one has 
S ;: F, =- YJF,,) --I JN,(F,,) 
where dim “r/,(F,) = dim %?*(FJ and dim Yu(FO) = dim Yx(FO) + dim Z*(F,J. 
Then by Proposition 6 there is an open neighborhood ‘Yi of F, such that if 
F C Y’YJ and FE .X( 1) then 
where dim Yu(F) = dim YU(FO) and dim @JF) == dim %JF,). Then for the 
flow v  if (2.8) is the natural splitting of 9 x F, one has g*(F) I J7(,(F) and 
therefore dim @*(F) 3 dim VW(F) = dim @u(FO) = dim @*(F,,). Thus the 
second inequality in (2.9) is proved. 
Finally if dim Z*(F,,) = 0 then 0 E p(Fo) and the assertions follow from 
Proposition 6. QED. 
3. STATEMENT OF M.41~ RESULTS 
Given a point y  E I’ we wish to obtain estimates on the dimensions of the 
subspaces of X such that for x lying in these subspaces 9(x, y, t) is bounded 
for t E 5+, 5- or Y. As we will see, these estimates are given in terms of the 
natural splittings over a(y) and u(y). These limit sets are invariantly connected 
so that the natural splittings are defined, 
X x F = Y*(F) L Z*(F) + q/*(F) (3.1) 
where F represents either CL(J~) or w(y). Recall that in either case one has 
dim Z*(F) = 0 if and only if A(F) =: (0) x F (Remarks I and 2). In the 
theorems to follow I’ is a compact o-invariant set. 
THEOREM 3. I. Let y E I- and let w and 01 denote, respectively, W( ~1) and a(?~). 
Then 
(A) 0 < dim Y(y) - dim .Y*(w) rz dim Z*(U), 
(B) 0 < dim q’/(y) - dim @*(a) :< dim Z*(a). 
Define @O(y) to be the linear subspace of a(y) consisting of all x such that 
/I F(.x, y, t)l! -+ 0 as 1 1 j + rx). Clearly then So(y) = Y(r*) n #(J,). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let n = dim S and y E 17. Let w and 01 denote, respectim$v, 
w(y) and ti( y). Then : 
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(A) dim #(y) z: dim .gO(?l) T: dim -V*(U) } dim %*(a) -- n 
(Is) If  :‘A(w) == ;o> x w then 
dim .Y’(J) -= dim ?y*(,). 
dim q/(y) =- dim J?/*(a). 
(II) lj the conditions of (1%) alzd (C) hoZd then ~9( y) =z :d”( y) and if in 
addition -‘/‘y) u #( :\n) spans S fhelz dim M(y) = dim ,‘rv(,) -1 dim @*(a) ?z. 
In Section 6 two examples of ordinary differential equations due to Cesari 
will be used to show that the estimates of Theorem 3.1 are best possible. For 
one example, part (A) reads 0 ‘. 2 - 0 .::I 2 and for the other example, 
0 -; 0 -- 0 - 2. 
The next theorem gives the structure of the stable and unstable sets over 
certain one-sided invariant subsets of I-. 
‘~‘~WOKFSI 3.3. Let E C 1’ be a closed subset and let CI,, CX, H , am1 H-- denote, 
respectively, w(F), LX(F), Hi(F), and N-(P). 
(A) Jf dim Z”(w) 0 and IA is iwariantly connected then .‘/(H ’ ) is a 
-iector hwzdle of wzi’ortrzly e.rponentially decaying (as t -+ i CC) solutiom. 3lore 
precise131 there esist constants K x, 0 and a ‘> 0 such that for any 7 E NT, N E .Y(q . s) 
and t .C 0 
(B) If  dim Z!“(a) ~- 0 and !.Y is iwariantLy cozznected thetz #(H-) is a 
eector hutzdfe of zuzi&wmly expofletztial~v decayiflg (us t + --o(j) solutions. :l,lore 
precisel? there exist constants K 0 and a , 0 such that for any 7 C li ( 
s E J//(q . s) arid t ‘_ s ’ 0 
Remark 5. Since .y >: W is a vector bundle the statement that .y(fll ) is 
a vector bundle is equivalent to stating that .‘Y(H:) is closed subset of S >, 1- 
with linear fibers -‘f(y) of constant dimension [19, 221. It is also equivalent to 
stating that the linear subspaces .‘f(y) aary rontinuously in y, i.e., if Y.)~ + y,, 
and n )i and d,, denote, respectively, the unit spheres in ,C/?(yJ and .Y’(yJ then 
B ,1 - + d,, in the Hausdorff sense. The latter is stated simply as limn .Y( y,J =:: 
-%h>. 
Remark 6. ln Section 6 we will construct an example which shows that the 
conclusions of Theorem 3 may not be true in the absence of the condition 
dim Z*(w) .m~. 0 even when F is connected and o(F) is a singleton. 
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4. SOME BASIC LEMMsS 
Remark 7. Let M be any compact invariant set for the restricted flow 
n j X x Y’ where Y’ C Y is a compact u-invariant subset. Then since nl is 
compact, it must lie in the bounded set .#( Y’). In particular if .%( Y’) == CO)- x I*’ 
then MC {O; x Iy’. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let K C X x Y be a compact subset and let (xI; , y,,.) be a con- 
vergent sequence in K with limit (x, y): 
(A) If  there exists t, --f cn such that n(xlc , yli , [0, t,J) C K fog all k then 
x c@(y). 
(B) If  there exists t, + - co such that TT(X~ , yk , [tli’, 01) C K for all k then 
3 E 9-(y). 
(C) If  both the above conditions aye met then w E g(y). 
(D) If  in (A) we know further that ,8(w) = {Oj x w, where w = w(y), 
then x E Y(y). 
(E) Ifin (B) we know further that a’(a) = {Oj x a, where 01 = a(y), theu 
x E “l/(y). 
Proof. (A) A simple continuity argument implies ~T(.T, y, [0, CO)) C K. The 
proof of (B) is similar. 
(C) s?(y) = B-(y) n B+(y). 
(D) From (A), w(x, y) C K. But then from Remark 7 w(x,y) C&(w) =: 
(0) x u. Thus II dx, Y, t>!l ---f 0 as ---f cc, i.e., x E 9’(y). The proof of (E) is 
similar. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (x, y) E X x Y and let w and 01 denote, respectively, w(-v) 
and CRY. 
(A) If &?-A(u) = (0) x w then 
and in addition if x $ 9’(y) then 
In particular 5Y( y) _C Y(y). 
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(4.4) 
In particular .uA( -v) C “rc( 3,). 
(C’) Tf both conditions (A) anti (11) hold then 
Proof, \l’c first pro\-e (4. I) and (4.2). ‘l’he proof of (4.3) and (4.4) is similar 
and is omitted. Definel; - lim sup, , !! cp(.x, y, t)!i and 1 : lim inf,..,, ! v(x,y, t)‘l. 
‘Then cltarl!- 0 :.;I 1 -z L. Furthermore I, = 0 if and onl? if (x,jI) E .?F, i.e., 
.Y F ,‘V(y) in which case (4.1) holds. Next let us assume I, := 0. If  1, < co then 
,, q(,v, ~1, y) : is bounded for t 0 and consequentl! the w-limit set w(x,y) is 
a noncmptv compact subset of X ‘C IV. But since L > 0 we sex that U(N, y) $ 
CO) x w which contradicts Kemark 7. Hence I, =m= CC. 
If/r 3~1 then there exist sequences T?, and t, such that t,, -c: T,,‘ < t,l i --i co 
such that ,! CJJ(S, y, t,J .:.I I + 1 and 9)(x. y, T,)I~ =: v,~ where 
as 12 --+ 02. Define ‘I.,, :~~ V~rsp(x~y> r,,) and yT1 :=: y  T.,, . Then ;j x, Ii == 1 and 
(i q(.~~~ , yn , t)! ‘::: I for t,, 5:: t ::.‘I I,,, ., Furthermore, since Ij ~(x~ , y,,, , t)!i \< 
v;l(f--- 1) for t - fn,I-.7,n and 1 L: t,, - T,! we see that f,  _, - r71. -+ cc and 
t,? - 7, + ‘-co as n ---f ~0. Since any accumulation point of yn lies in w it 
follows from Lemma 4.1(C) that if (.x*, y*) is any accumulation point of (s, , yJ 
then .x.* == 0 which contradicts the fact that i! .v,, I --; 1. Thus 1 =- i~3 and (4.1), 
(4.2) are proved. 
For part (C) we note that Y’(y) r\ J&(y) C: :8(y) always holds. The opposite 
inclusion follows from the inclusions given in (A) and (B). Q.E.D. 
\Ve next give a lemma (without proof) which describes the behavior of linear 
subspaccs under limits. 
I,EMM:I 4.3. Let y.?, be a conzw~ent sequence in 1. zcith limit y  and let K, be 
a linear subspare in the $ber ‘X-,,,, -. S ozler y,, with dim K, >-- 1 for all n. I f  
then the span of K, span (K), is a linear subspace of S, , z&h dim spalz (K) -3 1. 
Further, if dim K,, -= I for each n and dim span K 7.7 I then K is a linear subspace 
and lim, , K,, =: K, i.e., if A,t and A denote, respe&:ely, the unit spheres in K,, 
and K then A,, -+ A is the Hausdorfl sense. 
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We say that a set valued function G(J~) defined on I- is upper semicontinuous 
at y0 if for any sequence yn +yO 
1im;up G(y,) : n C 1 u G(y,) C G(y,). 
N>N, ’ I,,), 1 
\Ve will now study the semicontinuity properties of .9(y) and %(y). In [14] 
it was shown that if a(y) = (01 x I- then these functions are upper semi- 
continuous on IT. \Ve will now give a generalization of this. The result we state 
is more general than we actually need but is included for the sake of com- 
pleteness. 
Let :lI C I! be closed and define the positive and negative prolongational 
limit sets relative to U C 1’ by [2] 
/ (:II, L’) == (7 E I;: 3yn E I,’ and t,, --f w 3y,,, + ,lf and yn t, - 71, 
J-(M, C) = (7) E I’: 3 yql E c’ and t, --f -cc 3 yn --, J/1 and y,n . t, -+ 71. 
Note that if Lr is closed and positively invariant then J’(M, U) C C’, and if 
further y  E C’, then 
w(y) !z J ( j’, U) c v. 
Also J--(&Z, U) is invariant and closed in E’ for arbitrary U. Similar statements 
hold for J-. 
L,E~IM.A 4.4. Let I-,- C 1’ be closed and positively invariant. For y  E I;, define 
P(Y) = I-b, Y+) 
and 
F+ = (y E Y+: g(P(y)) = {O) x P(y):. 
Then the restriction .ip(.) 1 Y, is upper semicontinuous at each point of F., . 
Similarly if we replace “positively invariant” by “negatively invariant” and 
change all I’+” signs to “-‘I st’gns then ?/(.) ~ I-- is upper semicontinuous at each 
point of F- . 
Proof. Let yn E Y+ , y  E F,. , and yn ---f y. Define K,2 = Yfy,) and 
K = lim supn K, . Thus we must show K C Y(y). 
Arguing negatively assume x E K - -Y(y), // N ~1 = 1, and let x’, E Y(yn) 
ii xn :l = 1, xn + x. Since w(y) C P(J~) and y  E F.,. we have, in particular, 
,%(u(y)) = {O} x w(y) and hence by Lemma 4.2(A), lim,-,, ji ~(x, y, t)il = CQ. 
Thus, given an integer K,, > 0 there exists 71 = n(K,) such that 
I’ d&L 9 Y,L 3 fJ > K. for some t,, = t,,(K,,) ;> 0. 
Since /) ?(xn , yn , t)l{ + 0 as t - co there exists a t, = t,(K,,) > t, such that 
!I F(.T n , yn , tl)ll < 1. Define I’ = v(K,) by 
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and let s = s(K,,) E [0, tr] be such that 11 v(xn ,yn , s)~; = V. Define 6 == [(k;,) 
and 77 = y(K,) by (6’, T) = r(x, , yn , s) and 5 = t’ill t’ !I. Then II ~(8, rl, t)l, -;I 1 
for -s < t < t, -- s and further s - ~- 03 while t, -.. s - -+ cz as K,r -+ z.. 
Thus z-(6,7, t) lies in the compact set {(E, 7): [I 5 ,I < lj- for t E [--5, f ,  ~~ s]. 
Thus from Lemma 4.1(C) we see that if ([*, T*) is an accumulation point of 
the ([, 7) then t* Ed and i! [” 1: = 1. But since yyl -+y and 77 ==y,& . s 
where s = s(K,) + cc we see that T* E P(y). From the definition of 1:. we see 
that 9?(7j*) = 0, i.e., [* r= 0, a contradiction. 
The proof of the second half is similar. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Under the conditions ofLemma 4.4 one has that dim 9’(.) j 1’-, 
is upper semicontinuous at each poi?zt of F.: and dim @( .) / 1’7 is upper semi- 
continuous at each point of F_ . 
Proof. Let yF2 E Y- , y  EF.!. , and yn dy. Define k == lim sup dim ,Y’(yn). 
Then by passing to a subsequence (again call it y,) we may assume 
dim 9(yn) = k for all n. The rest follows from Lemma 4.3. The second statc- 
ment is proved similarly. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let F C_ Y be a closed subset and let w, N, H+, and H- denote, 
respectivezy, w(F), a(F), H+(F), and H-(F). 
(A) If  ti(w) = (01 x w then .v’(.) 1 Her is upper semicontinz*ous and in 
particular for each y  E F 
dim 9(y) 5; dim 9(~‘) for all q’ E w(y). 
(B) If  .A(ol) = (0) x oi then %(.) j H+ is upper semicontinuous and in 
particular 
dim @‘d(y) < dim Lil/(~) fey all 77 E a(y). 
Proof. (A) Define Y.,. = HI. Then for all f  E Y+ , P(y) = J-i~(T, Y:.) C 
w( y> c w. 
Therefore 9(P(y)) C g(w) = (0) x W and hence.H(P(j)) = {O> x P(y). 
Thus, in the notation of Lemma 4.4, F+ = Y+ . Therefore, by that same 
lemma, we obtain the semicontinuity stated above. In particular, if y  E I-I+ 
and T’ E w(y) we choose t, + a3 such that yn =y . t, + 7’. Then from 
Corollary 4.5 dim 9’(y) = dim ,4a(y . tn) < dim 9(~‘). The proof of (B) is 
similar. Q.E.D. 
AN EXAMPLE. We now give an example which shows that in Lemma 4.4 
the triviality of g(P(y)) is needed as opposed to g(w(y)). Specifically, the 
example shows that Lemma 2.4 becomes false if F,. is replaced by the set 
F = {y E Y.,: 9(w(y)) = (0) x w(y)). The same example also shows that 
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Lemma 4.4 becomes false if we simply define F+ to be an invariant subset for 
which g(F+) = (0) x F+ and take Y+ = I-. 
Define 
a(t) = (2/7r) tan1 t, 
b(t) = -a(t), 
F,(t) --~ I, F_,(t) zr --I, 
and for NE [0, a) 
q+(t) = a(t f  N), --ao<t&O 
= b(t - A;>, o<t<co. 
These functions lie in the space 
C = (F: R - R j F is continuous and real valued] 
having the flow a: C x R --f C given by 
o(F, T) = F, where F7(t) = F(t + 7). 
Clearly w(u) = a(b) = Fl and 
w(b) = a(u) = w(qP”) = c&P”) = Fe, 
and 
Define Y = UN,O H(#N)) u H(a) u H(b). Now consider the skew-product 
flow n on R x Y defined by (x, f ,  T) ----fV (v(x,f, 7),f7) where q(x, f, T) is the 
solution at time 7 of the initial value problem 
k = f(t) x, x(0) = f. 
Clearly 9(qP’J) = R and %l(@“)) = (0) for all A’, and Y(a) = (0). Therefore 
1 = lim sup dim 9’(~?‘) ’ 
*r-> z 1 dim 5”(a), 
i.e., upper semicontinuity fails at the point a. It is also clear that for all y  E Y, 
a’(4Y)) = w x 4Yh and therefore F = Y. Hence the assertion of the 
lemma is false if we replace F+ by F. Similarly if we take Y+ = Y and F+ = H(u) 
we see that B(H(u)) = (0) x H(a) while upp er semicontinuity fails at the 
point a E H(u). 
We next prove the appropriate lower semicontinuity statements concerning 
the foregoing dimension functions. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let y  E Y and let W, cy, and H denote, respectively, w(y) and 
4~) and WY). 
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dim -Y(Jq) .‘. dim -V(v’) 
dim -Y’(T) i:: dim Y’(y) y-- dim -I/‘(y’). 
Proof. We will prove (B); the proof of (A) is similar. Define X’(J~) to 
be any complementary subspace to q(y), i.e., X(y) n O?/(y) :=: (Of and 
.X(y) + “a(v) = X. It then follows from Lemma 4.2(B) that for any sequence 
I, --t a one has pn -+ ~73 where 
Now let 17 E CL and fix such a sequence such that ? . (-tn) -+ 7. Define 
Xn - y(X(y), y, -t,). Then 3;, is a linear subspace of S with 
dim.X,‘ : dim.,C(y) L= n - dim -‘ll(y). 
Define ,\I, = masill ~(s, y, ~ Qi,: N E X(J), j: x 1; =: 1). Then for any s E K, 
with )/ x jl .< Mn one has IIq(x, yn , t,J < 1, or upon resealing, for any x c- K, 
with jl s ‘I :,< 1 one has !I ~(x, yn , f,!)i, :< ,tZ;l. 1! ‘e shall now show that there is 
an M < a3 such that 
sup ‘\ $9(x, yn ) ty :‘, !1f 
octit, 
(4.5) 
for all n and for all x E K, satisfyin& 7 j: x 11 < 1. The proof is by contradiction. 
Thus let us assume that there are sequences x, E K, , j/ x, // < 1, and 01, ---f 03 
such that 
CL,, -- sup !I $D(s, , yn ) t)l;. 
oci<t,, 
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(E, , vll) then it follows that 1, k j’ L= 1. We next show that ;i E a(y). Since 
rln =Yn . T,~ =y . (TT1 - t,) and t,, - T, ---z x, this is immediate. Thus 
(5, ;i) E S x a(y). From the hypothesis g($) == 0, but Lemma 4.1(C) implies 
[ E 5?(~), i.e., 6 =: 0, a contradiction. Thus (4.5) is proved. 
Kest define K = lim sup K,, as IZ - r;c and let x E K with 1 x 1 =z 1. Choose 
a sequence .T,L E k;, , i/ s,, ~: = 1 , such that some subsequence, again called xn , 
converges to x, i.e., (x,? , y,J + (.x, 71). Then (4.5) implies that 
7$x, , yn ) co, t,J) c ((x, J,) E ,Y x 1’: x : M}. (4.6) 
Now 7 E a(y) implies w(v) C a(y) and therefore .x?(w(~)) = {Ol x w(7). This 
fact implies, by Lemma 4.1(D), that N E .Y’(q). JI’e have thus shown that 
KC c5”(~) and therefore by Lemma 4.3 
i.e., 
dim Y’(T) Jz dim K,,L : 11 - dim G(J), 
dim i)/(y) > n -- dim Y(T). 
But using Remark l(C) and the hypotheses we see that 7~ splits over a(y), i.e., 
for all 7 E a(y), dim Y(v) + dim P(q) z= n. Therefore dim %(y) > dim e(7). 
\\‘e finally prove the second inequality in (C). Since one always has 
Y(y) n q/(y) C 9?(y) it follows that dim ,Y( y) + dim “2((y) < n. Thus using 
(A) and (B), dim Y(T) $ n - dim ‘id(y) > dim Y(y) > n - dim %(T’) = 
dim 9’(~‘). The other inequality is similarly proved. Q.E.D. 
5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
Theorem l(A). Let w = W(J) and let 
x x w = <V”(W) + Z”(w) + -?/l*(w) 
be the natural splitting over W. Let [uj , hj] be the spectral interval containing 
zero. Choose a real number X < aj and if j > 1 let h also satisfy X > bjPr . 
Consider the flow 7rA given by (2.1). Th en the spectrum Z(W), relative to the 
flow r,, , does not contain 0 and hence 
where YA(w) = Y*(W) and o&‘M,(w) = Z*(W) t- q/*(w). Since X <: 0 it follows 
that Y>(y) C Y(y). Combining this with Lemma 4.7(A) one has 
dim 9’(y) > dim Y*(y) 3 dim ,(;pn(w) = dim Y*(w) 
which gives the first inequality in (A). 
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Next choose a real number p -’ bj and if j < k (cf. (2.2)) let p also satisfy 
,U < aj-.l . Then 
where 9=(w) = Y’*(U) + Z”(w) and “)(,(w) =- b@‘)/*(w). Since p 2 0 it follows 
that 9’(y) C yl(y). Combining this with Lemma 4.6(A) one has 
dim Y’(J’) 5: dim .“;‘(w) :-_ dim .Y’*(uJ) + dim Z*(W) 
which gives the second inequality in (A). 
Part (B) is proved the same way where now X and p are chosen to straddle 
the subinterval of E:(E) which contains zero. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 (A) One always has the inequality 
dim ,Y( y) -( dim “N(y) -. dim(W( y) n ,I/‘( y)) z-< n. (5.1) 
Since %O(y) = .Y’(y) n u&(y) C d(y) it follows that dim 9(y) >. dim .9’(y) g.;; 
dim 9”(y) + dim q/(y) ~ n. Applying the first inequalities in (A) and (B) of 
Theorem 1 we have dim 9.?“(y) -. dimy*(u) -k dim %*(~l) - n. 
(B) follows from Lemmas 4.6(A), 4.7(A), and the fact that the stable set .Y’ 
has constant dimension over w (cf. Remark l(C)). 
(C) follows from Lemmas 4.6(B), 4.7(B), and the fact that the unstable 
set %! has constant dimension over a (cf. Remark l(C)). 
(D) .%(>s) =:: Y 1’ n #(y) : .&O(y) by Lemma 4.2(C). If  .i/‘(~l) u #(y) (- ) 
spans X thon one has equality in (5.1) QED. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. (A) To see that .Y’(W) is a vector bundle it suffices 
to prove that Y(y) varies continuously in y  for y  c- H +. On w the assumption 
dim Z*(W) : 0 implies that .8(w) =: {O> Jo w. Thus by Lemma 4.6 one has 
the upper semicontinuity of .Y (y) for y  E III, i.e., if yn -y,, and 
K = lim supn 9(yp,), then K i .Y’(yo), Since w is invariantly connected and 
dim Z*(W) = 0 we see that Y”(U) = 9(w) has fibers of constant dimension k 
over W. Thus for each y  t I-I-, ‘/(w(y)) has dimension k. Since w(y) C w one 
also has %(w(y)) = (0) >< w(J’). Thus by Theorem 2(B) we see that 
dim .Y(yv) := k for all y  F If . Then from Lemma 4.3 we see that lim .Y(JJ,J : :- 
Y(y,J. Thus 9(y) varies continuously over H-1.. 
1Ve next establish the exponential decay by first proving the following 
Claim. There esists a T ;- 0 such that for all (x, y) E Y(H+) one has 
j: fp(x, y, t)Q < 4 I( x I( (5.4 
for all t .> T. WC will prove (5.2) arguing negatively. Thus assume there exists 
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a sequence t, ---f 03 and (x1, , y,J E .Y(Fl+) such that 1’ .yk 11 = 1 and 
I/ pfxk ,yk , tk)li > 4. Define 
Case 1. M,. - a3. Choose ‘k E [0, t,J such that jj P)(x~ , yk , Tn);i = ;VI, and 
define (tk’, qA) = X(X/. , yh., TJ and [,( = Er’/ji tk’ 1,. Then 7/S + a3 and 
7T(6i1 ?jh ) [-T/; , 01) _c {(x, y) E ‘Y x Y: ~1 s 1; \ < I}, the latter being compact. 
Xow let ([, 7) be an accumulation point of (tk, qk). Then by Lemma 4.1(B), 
[ E tip(~). Since 7,; - a3 we have 7 E w and since ,Y’ is closed we have [ E P”(T). 
Combining these, we ha\-e 5 E A-(?) r\ A”‘(~) C 9(~). Hut :&(T) -~: [OS and 
j] 5 ij = 1, a contradiction. 
Case II. AI,< < M < cyj: Define (ti-‘, qk) := ?r(.si; , yk , tk) and 0; --= Ek;‘/I: Ei;’ I!. 
Then since 1 tA’ 1; > h we have ~(5~ , Q, I--t, , 01) C {(x, y) E S x I’: /, x /j < 2M) 
the latter set being compact. The rest of the argument is exactly like Case I. 
This proves the claim. 
Having established (5.1) the estimate follows by eractlv the same argument 
used to prove part II of Theorem 1 in [14; p. 443-J. QED. 
6. APPLICATIOSS TO DIFFERENTI.~L EQUATIOSS 
\Ye consider the linear ordinary differential system 
2 -= .4(f) s (6.1) 
with s E R” or @j,. Let us assume for the moment that A(t) is a bounded con- 
tinuous n :x: n matrix function on R and there exist constant matrices A;- and 
il- such that 
lim d(t) == --I-, t-3--1, lim A(t) = -4.. t-.x (6.2) 
Let .d denote the space of all n Y n matrix valued functions continuous on 
all of R with the metric 
d(A, B) -=: i 2--b’ min{l, d,(-4, B)j- (6.3) 
with 
d,(d, R) == sup / A(t) - B(t) :. 
/EIL.Ul 
If  
a: .r/ x R + .d (6.4) 
denotes the usual shift flow a(A, 7) = A, where *A,(t) = =l(t -L T) then (6.2) 
implies that the w and 01 limit sets of A are simply 
to(d) = =I+, a(A) = A4-. (6.5) 
1Iore generally assume the matrix -4 in (6.1) 1’ ies in some function space .cJ 
appropriately topologized such that (6.4) d fi e nes a flow on .d and assume 
further that there exist constant matrices =I- and =I such that (6.5) holds (see 
‘rheorems 6.3 and 6.4 for a further weakening of this last assumption). For 
example, let li = B -+ C where H is bounded and continuous and satisfies (6.2) 
and CELL’ for 1 : p c ‘CC. ‘I’hcn .A l 1,&(Zi), the set of all II ,’ II matrix 
valued measurable functions on R having the propvrtv that 
for every real v  > 0. Then if MC define .r/ :m I&,,(H) having metric (6.3) \vith 
q-3, 4 [ 1’ I .4(t) - B(t)i~‘dt]l”’ 
. .-,: 
we find that (6.4) is a flow [21] and (6.5) holds. 
Let X denote either UP or CT2 and let E’ =:= H(A). We then define the skew- 
product flow 7~: S I 1‘ .’ H ---* .\- ‘. I- as follows. I,et 
where ~(6, B, f) is the solution at time T of the initial value problem 
f  -2 B(f) s, s(0) = 5 
(see [19, 221 for more details). 
We then have the following estimate on the number of independent bounded 
solutions of (6.1). 
THEOREM 6.1. For Eq. (6.1) assume (6.5) holds. Let s, denote the number qf 
eigencalues of AT haviq negative real parts and let u- be the number of eigenvalues 
of A- having negative real parts. Ifs_ -I- u ~~~ n :, 0 then there exists a bounded 
soktion y(t) of (6.1) and /’ q(t)1 -+ 0 as / f  / -+ co. Moreover, $ we denofe b? 
go(A) the subspace of initial conditions giving rise to bounded solutiorl.7 whose 
norms approach zero as 1 t / --L E then 
dim SP(A) “: s,. u- - II. (6.6) 
Proof. linder the assumptions on A it is clear that H(A) is compact; in 
fact H(A) is a Jordan arc in .ry’ from A- to A 1. The statement of the theorem 
follows from Theorem 3.2(A) upon noting that s,. = dim .‘Y*(w) and 
u- = dim @*(a). QED. 
The following theorem treats the case in which the limiting equations 
$ = A+x and .e = A--X admit compatible dichotomies. 
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THEOREM 6.2. For Eq. (6.1) assume (6.5) holds where A+ and A- have no 
eigenvalues with zero real parts and 
dim Y(,4’) = dim Y(4) = d; 
i.e., the numbers of eigenvalues having negative real parts of A+ and .J- are equal 
to d. If (6.1) h as no bounded solutions (except .r : 0) then dim .‘/(A) = d 
dim q/(d) = n - d and 
Y(A) c$! ?/(A) = [WI’ (or c?‘) 
and (6.1) admits an exponential dichotomy. This dichotomy extends to the hull 
H(A)(Theorem 5 of [14]). 
Proof. Again, as in the last proof, H = H(A) is compact. The conditions 
on the eigenvalues and the assumption of no nontrivial bounded solutions of 
(6.1) guarantee that 98(H) == (0) x H and that the dichotomies on o(A) = A- 
and w(A) = A+ are compatible. The theorem then follows from Remark l(D) 
in Section 1. Q.E.D. 
\Ve next observe that by making use of the perturbation results (Proposition 6 
and Lemma 2.1) we are able to dispense with the precise evaluation of the 
limits occurring in (6.2) and (6.5). W e will state two special cases of practical 
interest which generalize Theorem 6.1. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let A’ and 9- be constant matrices in -PC/, let s+ denote the 
number of eigenvalues of Ai having positive real parts and u- the number of eigen- 
values of A- having negative real parts. Then there exists an E > 0 with the fol- 
lowing property: Let A E ,d be such that H(A) is compact and 
44 C &(A+), or(A) C B,(iZ-) 
where B, denotes the c-neighborhood. Then the subspace go(A) of initial conditions 
for (6.1) of solutions v(t) which remain bounded for all time and / y(t)lj --) 0 as 
/ t j --) co satis$es 
dim &J(A) > s+ -r u- -- n. 
Proof. The conditions on the eigenvalues imply that dim Y*(A+) = sL 
and dim %!*(A-) = u- . Thus by Lemma 2.1 if w = w(A) is close enough to 
A+ and 01 = o(A) is close enough to A- then dim Y*(w) > s+ and 
dim @*(a) > u_ . The rest follows from Theorem 3.2(A). Q.E.D. 
In the next theorem we treat the case of periodic, but not necessarily con- 
tinuous, systems (6.1). By a “Floquet multiplier” of such a system we mean 
that an eigenvalue of the mapping T induced in the fiber over -4 by following 
solutions through one period 70, i.e., 
T(x) = v(?c, A, TV). 
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THEOREM 6.4. Let A+ and k E .d be periodic matrices and consider the 
systems 
.t - .4 (t) A-, (6.7) 
3 :=: k(t) s. (6.8) 
Let s+ be the number of Floquet multipliers of (6.7) haoing modulus <1 and let u- 
be the number of Floquet multipliers qf (6.8) I zazing modulus > I. Then there esists 
an E > 0 with the following property. Let .-Z E .r/ be such that H(zi) is compact and 
suppose there exists a T = T(d) _ 0 such that for each T _-. T there is an s such 
that 
4-J, , .-1;) c E (6.9) 
and for each 7 < -T there is an s such that 
i.e., w(A) C B,(H(A)) and CK(~-~) C B,(H(,+)). Then 
where go(A) is the subspace of initial conditions for solutions p)(t) of (6.1) which 
satisfy Ij y(t)[i - 0 us f  1 + a. 
Proof. The conditions on the Floquet multipliers imply that dimY*(H(il .) 
s.,. and dim #*(H(k)) = U_ Thus by Lemma 2.1 if w 2 w(A) is close, to *J. 
and ac = a(4) is close to iz- then .Yx(~) >c s... and dim @*(a) z: U- , The rest 
follows from Theorem 3.2(A). QXL). 
Remark 8. If  in (6.9) s could be chosen as s = r constant, this would 
imply an asymptotic phase at ! m. 
EXAMPLES. FITe conclude this section with three examples which show that 
the estimates of Theorems 3.1 and 6.1 are best possible. 
(I) Consider the scalar equation 
.i’ = a(t) s =- ( --(2/n) tan-’ t) s 
and limiting equations 
*z. .y at ‘Y-’ ( 
i .Y at cc. 
Thus s / =-: II m-1 ?z := 1 and all solutions of the given equation are bounded. 
It is also clear that each solution approaches zero as j t / -+ E. Therefore 
dim #‘(A) 7: 1 and one obtains equality in the estimate (6.6). 
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(2) Consider the scalar equation due to Cesari [4, p. 371 
x” - (2/t) 22’ + .Y = 0 
for t 2 1 and its equivalent system 
Define the coefficient matrix A(t) for t < I by setting A(t) S< 0 there. Then 
(6.10) 
We have 11 = 2 and 
s + = dim .J?*(w) = 0 = dim %*(a) = U_ , 
dim @J*(W) = 0 = dim Y*(U), (6.11) 
dim Z*(W) = 2 = dim Z*(a). 
A continuous fundamental matrix for this system is given b! 
where 
@(t) = Gqt) t ;3 1 
-= @l(l) t < 1, 
(6.12) 
Al = i 
sin t - t cos t cos t + t sin t 
t sin t 1 cost 1 - 
Thus all nontrivial solutions are unbounded, i.e., 
dim B(A) = 0. 
Therefore one obtains inequality in (6.6) and no bounded solution of the given 
system. For this example the inequalities of Theorem 3.1(A) become 
o.<o-0<2. 
(3) Consider the scalar equation due to Cesari [4, p. 371 
xn t (2/t) x’ + x = 0, t 3 1. 
and its equalivalent system 
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and define the coefficient matrix A(t) for t < 1 by setting A(t) =: 0 there. 
Then (6.10), (6.11) and (6.12) hold where now 





cos t sin t --__ 
t t2 - i 
sin t cost * 
t t’ 
Thus all solutions are bounded but we still have 
dim:%(A) = 0 
since the norms of the nontrivial solutions fail to approach zero as t --f -m. 
One also obtains inequality in (6.6) in this case. For this example the inequality 
of Theorem 3.1(A) become 0 < 2 - 0 < 2. 
(4) We now combine the preceding two examples in a continuous 
manner to obtain a counterexample to Theorem 3.3(A), with the hypothesis 
dim Z*(w) = 0 deleted. For Y E [0, ~1 define A’ E ,QZ by 
ttl 
Here Se is the class of 2 x 2 matrix functions of t E R with entries belonging 
to L&,,(R). It is easily checked that the mapping y--f A’ is continuous and 
therefore F = {AT E&‘:O < Y <T> is compact and connected. Further for 
each Y 
where the limit is uniform in Y. Thus 
and H(F) is compact. From example (2) we have dim Y(AO) = 0 and from 
example (3) dim Y(A-) = 2. Th ere f  ore Y(F) cannot be vector bundle. 
(5) We now give an example of a scalar ordinary differential equation 
it = a(t) x 
which has the properties that 
(a) 0 E z(a), 
(b) dx^, a *, t) is unbounded (in t) for each (x, u*) E R x H(a). 
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The example we consider is 
2 = ((2157) tan-l t) x. (6.13) 
Here a(t) is a member of &, the space of continuous functions on R with the 
topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets. One easily sees that 
W(U) = a+ and a(u) = a- where a,(t) s I and a_(t) rm -~- 1. Clearly the limiting 
equation 
k = u+(t) x, i = u-(t) x 
have no nontrivial bounded solutions. Also since tan-l t -* r/2 as t + a3 it is 
clear that each nontrivial solution of (6.13) is unbounded. Hence (b) follows. 
Since Z(K) = -1 and Z(u+) = 1 and Z(E) _C Z(F) whenever E CF, we have 
{-I, l} C X(2?(u)). By Proposition 5 it follows (since n = 1 here) that 
[--I, l] C Z(H(u)). But then by Proposition 1, Z(u) = .E(H(u)) and therefore 
(a) is proved. Compare this with Remark l(B) and the definition of the resolvent 
following (2.1) which imply that in case H(a) is chain recurrent then 0 E Z(u) 
if and only if some equation from H(u) admits a nontrivial bounded solution. 
In the example considered here H(u) is, of course, not chain recurrent. 
7. A DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
In this section we will apply some of the preceding theory to the study of 
the asymptotic behavior of solutions of the difference equation 
x(z + 1) = A(z) X(z). (7.1) 
Here X(Z) represents an element in @” for each x E C and A is a complex n x II 
matrix valued function. Our goal is to obtain some qualitative information 
about the set of solutions which remain bounded as Re x --f j-03. For further 
discussion of asymptotic behavior questions related to (7.1) see [3, 91. 
We shall assume throughout that 
det A(z) f  0 (7.2) 
for all z E C. In the real case (X and A with real entries while z complex) we will 
require further that det A(z) > 0. This represents no essential additional 
restriction of generality in the real case, for if (7.2) holds one can always consider 
the system 
x(x + 2) = fqz + 1) A(x) x(z) 
instead of (7.1), and clearly then det A(z + 1) A(z) > 0. 
The first step is to define what is meant by the terms initial condition, solution, 
and fundamental set of solutions. By a solution of (7.1) we mean a function 
Ji: @ -* @‘I which satisfies the relation (7. I) f  or all u” F C. By an initial con&ion 
we mean a function 1’: 9 --+ (I? defined in the domain 
Such a function uniquely defines a solution y’,(z) by setting I,!I / 2 =: v  and for 
Re x 2: 0 defining 
where /i is the positive integer chosen so that ,z - k E $2 and for Re a < -1 
defining 
where k is the positive integer chosen so that a -;- iz E 9. 
Clearly $J will be continuous if and only if v  is continuous and satisfies the 
condition 
for all ,8 E R. 
We will henceforth assume that each initial condition v  satisfies these require- 
ments. We may thus assume that each such v  is defined on the closed strip a 
and satisfies the compatibility condition 
v($) = A( -- 1 + $3) V( - 1 + $3) 
for all j3 E R. Let JV denote the set of all such initial conditions V. Even though 
JV is infinite dimensional when viewed as a vector space over the field of complex 
numbers C, we will see shortly that it is actually finite dimensional when properly 
reinterpreted. Thus let us define the collection of continuous periodic functions 
i’R ={p:C+C !p(x -I- 1) ==p(x)v’xEc) 
and suppose that #r ,..., 41,, are solutions of (7.1) while p, ,..., pk E 9. Then it is 
easilv verified that 
g, Pi(Z) A(4 (7.3) 
is also a solution of (7.1). ‘1-h e set 1~)~ ,..., $I,~.: is called a fun&zmnrta~ set of 
solutions of (7.1) if each solution of (7.1) can be expressed in the form (7.3) 
for some (unique) choice of p, E 2. Although the existence of fundamental 
solution sets is known [l], we will briefly outline a method of proof which will 
be useful in what follows. 
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Let GL(n, C) denote the group of all nonsingular complex II x rz matrices. 
Since this group is path connected for ?z > 1 let 
y: [-l,O] + GL(n, c) 
be a path such that 7(-.-l) = I = identity and y(O) = *i(- 1). ‘Then extend y  
to G by defining r: g + GL(n, @) to be 
qt + i/3) = y(t) P-1) A(-1 + (t + 1) $3) 
-cn</3<q -1:; t < 0. Then clearly r( -1 -+ $) = I and r(i,B) = 
9(---l -j- $3). Let ej denote the jth unit column vector 
ej = col(0 ,..., 0, lj , 0 ,..., 0) 
and finally for j = l,..., n define vj:8+ C” by 
vj(z) L= r(z) ej . (7.4) 
Let #r ,..., #n be the ?z solutions determined by the initial conditions 1-*r ,..., v, , 
respectively. 
LEMM.4 7.1. & ,..., & is a fundamental set of continuous solutions of (7.1). 
Proof. Define the matrix Y(z) = {#r(z),..., &(z)> and note that Y(z) j 5? = 
r(z) and therefore Y(z) is nonsingular for z E G. Further 
Y(z + 1) = A4(.z) Y(z) 
and therefore Y(x) is nonsingular for all z e C. Since vj(ip) = F(ip) ej == 
,2(-l + i/3) ej = A(-1 + ip) ~~(-1 --- i/3) for all /3 E R WC see that #j and 
hence Y is continuous for all z E C. 
Now let 4(z) be an arbitrary solution of (7.1). Then $(z + 1) = J(z) #(z). 
Define p(z) = Y-r(z) #(z). Then $(z - 1) = Ye-‘(z -L 1) #(z -I- 1) 3 
Y-r(z) .-1--l(z) -4(x) 4(z) = Y-l(z) #(.z) ==~(a) and thereforep = col(p, ,...,p,,) 
with pi EB’, i.e., # has the form (7.3). The representation is unique since 
Y(z) p(z) = Y(z) p(z) clearly implies p(z) :-- p(z). QED. 
Remark 9. We have thus shown that the solution space 
S = (#: + is a continuvus solution of (7.1)) 
is a freely generated module (ha\;ing ?z generators) over the ring %! of continuous 
periodic functions of period 1. Since each+ when restricted to G gives an initial 
condition v  which, in turn, uniquely determines $, we see that if #r ,..., #n is 
a fundamental set (a basis for 5’) then IJ~ = lGi j 6, j = 1,. . . , IL is a set of generators 
of A’. Thus ,I’ is a freely generated module over %! having n generating elements. 
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By a fundamental matrix solution of (7.1) we mean an n >< n matrix function 
Y’(z) whose column vectors consist of solution vectors of (7.1) and det Y(x) # 0 
for all 2 t C. One can verify easily that if Y’(z) is a fundamental matrix and 
I’(,-) is a nonsingular II I’ n matrix whose elements are in g’, then Y’(z) P(z) 
is also a fundamental matrix and further, every fundamental matrix can bc so 
represented. 
-Lz fundamental matrix for (7.1) defines a family of operators @(A, T), T E Z, 
on I . in the following manner. For 7 E x define @(il, T): -4 -~+ C 1 as follows: 
for 12 F. I Ict $I be the solution of (7.1) h aving initial condition 1’. Then define 
for 1 E i?. Clearly @(.4, 7) is ti-linear since for p, fi E 9 and V, 6 E . 1’ the solution 
of (7.1) having initial condition PI> ~5; is just p# -: $I$ where il, and 4 are the 
solutions ha\-ing initial condition i’ and fi, respectively. Then recalling that 
7 E Z, the integers, 
We now consider the linear skew-product flow generated by (7.1). Let 9 
denote the space of 11 >: n matrix valued functions of z E @ having continuous 
complex entries and let .F have the topology of uniform convergence on compact 
subsets of @. On F we put the shift flow U: .F x C ---f S where ~(-4, T) =-= A, 
and A,(z) :-= .4(~ -t- 7). Th e s ,ace , I . admits a countable family of pseudometrics 1 
: 1’ 1,’ -;;r<“!’ v(E 1- 2)’ 
i “h 
k == 1, 2,... . Then 1’ is metrizible in the usual manner: 
Let T- C 9 be a compact subset, invariant under (T / .F x Z, having the property 
that if R E IV then R(z) is invertible for each z E C. 
On the product space .4’ ‘< I’ we put the flow ~7: ..4’ >i’ Y :< Z---t .A“ X 1 
defining 
(note the restriction on T, i.e., 7 E 2) where T(V, B, T) is the “profile” of the 
solution of 
x(z ~’ 1) = B(x) .x(z) 
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at r and having initial condition v, i.e., using v  we construct the solution x(z) 
of the above equation. Then T(V, B, T) is the element of ,c” defined by 
(compare with the case of functional differential equations with a finite delay 
interval [8]). Recalling the earlier definition of @ we see that 
and 
q(.v, B, T) = @(R, T) v  
(P(B, T - s) = @(El7 ) -s) @(II, T) = CD(&) T) @(B, -s). 
At this stage we wish to make some assumptions about the asymptotic 
behavior of A(x) for large z and from these obtain some information about the 
number of independent (over &‘) initial conditions v  giving rise to solution 
profiles T(V, A, 7) which approach zero as 7 --f +oo. One problem arises, 
however, in applying the theory of Sections 1 thru 5 to the flow r; namely, the 
theory was developed for bundles of finite-dimensional vector spaces over R 
or C and we have here a flow rr on a bundle of finitely generated modules over 
the ring .9. Nevertheless, by modifying our approach to the problem and taking 
advantage of the generality afforded us by Theorem 3 we are able to obtain 
the desired results. 
THEOREM 7.1. (A) In Eq. (7.1) assume that the limit 
exists uniformly for 17 in compact subsets of R, is independent of 7 and has no eigen- 
values of modulus one. Let s+ denote the number of eigenvalues of A+ having modulus 
<l. Then there exists a submodule .Y C ,V of initial conditions and for each 
k E Z+ there exist constants Kk > 0 and cyg >- 0 such that if v  E 9’ and t E Z+ then 
The submodule Y is called the stable submodule and is freely generated by S+ 
independent generators. 
(B) In Eq. (7.1) assume that the limit 
lim A(t + i7) == A- t-t-m 
exists uniformly for 71 in compact subsets of R, is independent of 7 and has no 
eigenvalues of modulus one. Let u- denote the number of eigenvalues of A- of 
modulus > 1. Then there exists a submodule % C -4’ of initial conditions and for 
each k E Z+ there exist constants Kk > 0 and elk > 0 such that if v  E @ and t E Z- 
then 
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TJze submodule fi& is called the unstable submodule and is freely generated b,v 11~. 
independent generators. 
Proof. We will prove part (A). The proof of(B) is similar. Define g: 5 + .F 
by setting g(z) = d, and extend g to the product space G: C? x G -+ Cl< ..: .F 
by setting G(s, zz) = (x, g(z)). For each k E Z+ define the subrectangle of G I?>- 
and note that F,< g(%J is a compact subset of F. Under the flow 0 i .F ,_, 2 
it then follows that HL- : H ‘(F,,) is compact and w(F,) = LI + (since the limit 
A(t + + -+ AT is uniform in 7 by assumption). We wish to apply Theorem 3 
so define Y,: = H(F,). I f  this hull is not compact then simply modify --l(z) by 
redefining it for all values of G = EJ $- & for which E < 1, e.g., ;I([ iq) - 
A(-1 {- +. Th e modified il will give rise to a compact YJT . I f  the hypotheses 
of part (B) hold as well then H(I;,.) will automatically be compact without this 
modification. In either case the assumed condition on the eigenvalues of A 
implies that all the translates and limits of A are invertible matrices for each 
value of their arguments. 
We now put the following discrete flow on @” >: I,,. . 
by defining 
where #(x, B, T) == Y(B, T) x is the solution X(T) of the difference equation 
x(1 -:- 1) = B(1) x(1), 
which satisfies the initial condition .X(O) = x. By Theorem 3(A) it follows that 
Y(H,+) is a vector bundle and for (.r, A*) E .Y(H,‘) 
11 Y((A*, t) Y-l(=2*, s) x 11 :-- K, 1, x /; evnb(t-s) 
for t > s > 0 and for some positive constants K, , a~~ . By Theorem 2(B), 
dim Y(H,+) = s+ . In particular the restriction ,yfl(FJ is an s_-dimensional 
vector bundle. We now pull this back to a subbundle ak of C’L x Q,< by defining 
(x, z) E P%l, if and only if G(x, z) E .iF(Ffi). Clearly for 1 > K, gk is the restriction 
of <%, to Pk. In this way we obtain the bundle s’, = (Jr=‘=, Bk over g. Since LZ 
is contractible ?8m is a -- isomorphic to the product bundle P = C” x .%, 
i.e., there is an isomorphism h: P + L%‘“/, such that the restriction h: C”+ :< +i \ ,y, --f 
p-r(y) is a linear isomorphism for each y  E a where p: g’, -+ d is the natural 
projection p(x, y) = y, [lo; pp. 25-291. By exactly the same technique that 
we used earlier to construct a generating set for J” (cf. formula (7.4)) we may 
construct a set of elements of .,I‘, yj , j = I ,..., s+ , such that for each z E .G 
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the vectors am,..., v~+(z) span the fiber C”+ x (21 of P over z. Clearly then 
the vj are linearly independent over W. Let .c/; C y  1’ denote the free submodule 
of y  Y generated by 11~ ,..., v,? + . Then for any v  E 9 and z E 9, one has 
[@(A, 1) v](z) = Y&4,, t) V(8) 
and therefore 
1 [@(A, t) v](z);\ 3’ (i Y(A, , t) v(x)!] 
I-<; Ki; ;/ V(X)‘1 e --ad :<; & ” ,, iII; e-““t, 
Taking the supremum as z varies over 8,: we obtain 
; @(A, t) v  ljlc <; Kk :I Y ill; ePLt Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 7.1 (A) and (B) hold and let 
.BO = sp n @ 
denote the collection of initia2 condition v  such that ;i V(V, A, t)[ili -+ 0 as j t j -+ CC 
for each k E Z+. Then go is a freely generated submodule of JV and 
dim 9 2 ST + u- ~ IL 
zuith equality holding whenever 9 u Ol/ spans A”. 
Proof. We first show that Y n J& and span [Sr u @] are free modules, 
i.e., each has a generating set vj in terms of which every element can be expressed 
as a linear combination 
c P,(x) 969 (7.5) 
for uniquely chosen pj E W. 
To see that Y n % is free we examine the proof of Theorem 7.1 and note 
that for each k E Z+ Y(F,) and @(F,) are vector bundles of dimension s+ and 
U- , respectively. Considered as subbundles of ,q = span[P(F,) u %(F,)] we 
see from Theorem 3.2(D) that 
m = dim .P(F,) = s.. + up - dim ,q. 
Now pull the bundles Y(F,), @(F,), and 2 back to the product C” x S, by 
the mapping G and call these bundles Yk, @, , and z,<, respectively, i.e., 
(x, z) E Y;- if and only if G(x, z) E Y(F& and so on. Then define 
and similarly for the other two. Then Yj, , J?/, , and ly, are vector bundles 
over 8. 
Again repeating the construction used in the proof of Theorem 7.1 we can 
find sets of elements of ,/” 
and 
where the indices i, j, k, and 2 run through their full range indicated in (7.6). 
Thus we see that (vgj is a generating set for Ho while [vi, pj} and (v~, j9,J are 
generating sets for .i/’ and ‘l/. respectively. Also [I)~, pj , Pnj generates 
span[,Y u ?/I C ..4 and (v, , pj , /jn , a,: generates . 1 ‘. The uniqueness of the 
representation (7.5) follows from Remark 9 and the discussion preceding it. 
The dimension inequality now follows since 
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